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Reduce loss, discourage theft, improve 

operational efficiency and reduce disruption 

while meeting compliance standards.

Six Degrees enables your organisation to implement IoT-driven, real-time asset tracking and monitoring 
platforms that allow organisations to reduce loss, discourage theft, improve operational efficiency and reduce 
disruption while meeting compliance standards.

• Improve operational efficiency through less time spent on locating assets.
• Reduce costs as location tracking discourages theft and misplaced stock, reducing the need to replace lost assets.
• Enhance security, as there is an agreed chain of custody and accountability for assets.
• Minimise supply chain risk, as logistics and stock holdings can be tracked globally and remotely.
• Access data insights, as the sensors can be used to collect insights into asset utilisation, location and condition.

Locate and Monitor Your Assets
• Six Degrees provides the necessary hardware, sensors, support and dashboard analytics to track, locate and monitor the status or 

health of your assets.
• Six Degrees provides guidance on digital transformation strategies around secure cloud adoption and migration.
• IoT Asset Tracking is charged through a straightforward monthly pricing model and is fully-managed by Six Degrees.

To learn more about IoT Asset Tracking and how it can benefit your organisation, schedule a call: hub.6dg.co.uk/iot

2. The platform  
collates the 
information sent by 
sensors and allows 
for visualisation 
of the assets at all 
times.

3. The sensors can 
detect movement 
or lack of motion, 
and provide alerts to 
identify anomalies or 
unexpected changes 
in status.

4. Individual assets 
can be managed 
and monitored.

6. Periodic reports are  
automatically produced 
and sent to key  
stakeholders.

5. Routes with  
checkpoints can be   
pre-planned and  
geofences created,  
showing the time and  
date that assets entered 
and exited specified   
locations, helping to  
track accurate ETAs.

1. IoT sensors  
connected to a secure 
cloud platform monitor 
the location, status or 
health of any physical 
assets such as pallets, 
packages, vehicles, 
equipment or  
personnel.

How IoT Asset Tracking Works

http://hub.6dg.co.uk/iot

